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A Fronte Praecipitium
---------------------------------------------A Tergo Lupi

This work is dedicated to the
wreckage brothers. A greater group
could not have been hoped for. This
time spent in the oasis of criticality
will be sorely missed.

Maxwell Dehne
Desmond DeLanty
Ryan McCaffrey
Nicholas Moore
Kun Wu

Thank you.
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Money Jungle: an Ellington Reference
Gusset Plates
There Is No User Only Used
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Formal Degens
Harly Nally: A Criation Story with No “E”
Kahn With The Wind
Hola Macciafe
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Center for Critical Discourse
China: Rising
Occupy Doghouse
Your Mom’s Favorite Architect
Rockefellers in the Jungle
American Journal of Laser Cutter Monitors
To le Maginot! A Memoir
#Architecture
Chinatown: Global Phenomenon
Closing the Seal: Business as Usual, or The New ABCs
Harpooning for Dummies 101
Nomenculture
Panopticalism
Ten Ways to Surf
Lars Lerup, Intern
Brad Pitt Architect
Metal and its Omnipresence
Decidedly on The Fence (or, Fencing: A New Sport)
Towards a Now England
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One Device to Rule Them All
Log
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Just stop
thinking, worrying, looking over your
shoulder wondering, doubting, fearing,
hurting, hoping for some easy way
out, struggling, grasping, confusing,
itching, scratching, mumbling, bumbling,
grumbling, humbling, stumbling, bumbling,
rambling, grumbling, tumbling, stumbling,
scrambling, hitching, hatching, bitching,
moaning, groaning, honing, boning,
horse-shitting, hair-splitting, nit-picking,
piss-trickling, nose sticking, ass-gouging,
eyeball-poking, finger pointing, alleywaysneaking, long waiting, small stepping,
evil-eyeing, back-scratching, searching,
perching, besmirching, grinding, grinding,
grinding away at yourself. Stop it and

just DO!

- Sol LeWitt
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sketchbook excerpt one
graphite on paper
6 X 8 5/8 inches

one: bodily connections and suspension
in equilibrium.
two: eye ellipses.
three: drawing mechanism range test.
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sketchbook excerpt one
graphite on paper
6 X 8 5/8 inches

one: bodily connections and suspension
in equilibrium.
two: eye ellipses.
three: drawing mechanism range test.
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sketchbook excerpt one
graphite on paper
6 X 8 5/8 inches

one: bodily connections and suspension
in equilibrium.
two: eye ellipses.
three: drawing mechanism range test.
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previous page:
interment in stasis
drawing machine
graphite on paper
19 X 24 inches

OVERC O M E I N E RTIA

What do you want most out of the thesis experience?
Enrichment. I want to create a body of work and so too ideas, that

What would it take to design a project to enable that?
Work is a rapid reciprocation between decision and action, but
decisions are the thorny brambles that lust to ensnare. They are

as a discourse of architecture.
What do you want to make?
I want to make emotional responses. I want to make things worthy
of enthusiasm. I want to make things with humor and in earnest.
I want to make that which incites curiosity and is not passively
engaged. It only really must be these things for me alone, usually.
For thesis I feel differently about that point. I want to make objects
that function for my ends.

only end in a complete void of it. To be effectual in self critique
and to navigate a course, there is need for some assurance that
the reasons for any particular decision are sound. This assumes
that the person working has enough ego to be concerned with the
judgment of others; I’m not immune.
In this equation of decision and action, the latter is so rarely
my ruin. From a sense of expertise or logical sequence, if even

Who is this for?
What I make may not be for anyone else. I will not presume that my

Are your project ideas more about what you make or why you
make it?

histories, precedents, and implications of a topic or a philosophic
approach in which the compounding of logic and reasoning builds
an argument that is stable in its own right. Of course these are
not mutually exclusive. Additionally, it may be important to frame
a problem in a way that maximizes freedom and/or seeks some
objective results. Somehow utilizing self-made implements as a
means to further research and exploration.

the project. I’ve surely been more concerned with either side at
varying times. I can say, with a heap of trepidation, that I’m more
interested why something is made.
How do you judge your project ideas?
With severity. As they conform to the answers from question two. I
pay heed to my visceral responses.

Do you generally have too many or too few ideas for a project?
I would say that I generally have a fair number of ideas, but they

Do you want to design a building, and why or why not?
Not particularly. In its intrinsic pragmatism, a building has certain
responsibilities that I’m not as interested in pursuing with this
thesis. Some of the critical, but still more routine architectural
issues may detract from the types of conversations I strive to
engage with.

myself in a desert.
blitzkrieg of action.

make without consideration for the desires of others. At this task,
I am certain to fail. As a thesis it ought to be of some interest, of
some use, to a greater discussion. I’ll strive for.

tool or faculty, in the presence of curiosity.
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Are your project ideas usually more generative of new concepts,
patterns, processes or responsive to existing places, institutions,
technologies?
Responsive, I think.

12

in its own right, (as opposed to just being an intelligible set of
documents), and why or why not?

component. Something visual, like something aural, can be
immediately impactful, at a glance. Documents trade this
immediacy for the potential of more directed substance.

Do you have some other agenda beyond the above four, and if so,
what is it?
I’m compelled to build machines.

What is the most interesting claim you can make about any of
those topics?
In decay the ineffable is inherent.

11, 13, 14, 12, 10

What work can you propose to advance that claim?
An object that juxtaposes purity and uniformity with the chaotic

Do you want to make critical observations on society or culture,
and why or why not?
I do because I value that. It’s both interesting and important.

you need most to have then to at least connect the top two of the
above priorities?
A cohesive relationship between artifact and argument,
communications visual and verbal.

Do you want to dig into scholarly research, and to continue
writing all year, and why or why not?

place response, building technology, cognition, sociology,

through writing. It’s an integral part of my thought process so I
think that some amount of this will be crucial in my development
over this year. However, I’m not quite as drawn to that as the place
of culmination.

clearly describable, partially transformed into an entirely unique
mess of tone and texture.

Cognition.

The ineffable. Perception. Emotion. Representation.
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I N T H E DAR K
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I’m searching for a more visceral link between myself and our
collective prosthesis - the tools that shroud the frail body in
unrivaled ability. These augmentations confer a certain power.
The capacity to reveal or obscure, to change scales, mediate
complexity, or to collapse space. These drawings embody this
collective anatomy of machine and bone. They belong equally
to the human and the apparatus, but are foreign to both. I’m
searching for a way to draw, outward and inward.
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PROSTHESIS
N o 01
There is little distinction between
the building and the plow.
Materials:

poplar, birch plywood, nylon
paracord, concrete, plexiglass,
felt, arduino, stepper motor,
paper, ink.

Date:

10.15.12
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zero one
ink on paper
14 X 14 inches

Drawing is a prosthesis for memory and
understanding. These drawing machines produce
a latent memory, belonging equally to the human
and the apparatus, but foreign to both.
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in operation
video stills superimposed
digital

zero four
ink on paper
14 X 14 inches

zero eight
ink on paper
14 X 14 inches

zero three
ink on paper
14 X 14 inches

zero six
ink on paper
14 X 14 inches

hinged armature translates the movement of
the blind operator inside by two methods. A
direct mechanical connection through a series
of pulleys moves one side of a pen gondola on
the page. Accelerometer data from the hood
is programmed to control a servo motor, which
moves the other side of the pen.
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PROSTHESIS
N o 02
A stone’s repose - equilibrium
conferred.
Materials:

camera, infrared filter, infrared
LEDs, birch plywood, wool felt,
threaded rod.

Date:

02.10.13
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sketchbook excerpt two
graphite on paper
6 X 8 5/8 inches

one: head clamp concept sketch.
two: shoulder and head clamp with
orientation to the wall.
three: detail of clamp pad with ball joint.
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sketchbook excerpt two
graphite on paper
6 X 8 5/8 inches

one: head clamp concept sketch.
two: shoulder and head clamp with
orientation to the wall.
three: detail of clamp pad with ball joint.
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sketchbook excerpt two
graphite on paper
6 X 8 5/8 inches

one: head clamp concept sketch.
two: shoulder and head clamp with
orientation to the wall.
three: detail of clamp pad with ball joint.
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one hour the second
gaze drawing
digital

With vectors merged and movement sporadic,
the mediated output is obscured.
As machines are fundamentally geometric and
predictable, the mediated output is revealed.
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17

previous two pages:

18

leering at le corbusier
twelve hours of accumulation
inkjet on paper
24 X 36 inches
reference image for gaze recording:
le corbusier painting/vandalizing eileen
gray’s villa.

next page:
extents of the eye
graphite on paper
19 X 24 inches

The location of my gaze is registered by the
vertices of the lines. The points are recorded at
frequent and regular intervals. A coherent image
emerges from the chaotic accumulation: eyes
darting wild and unconsciously back and forth.
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PROSTHESIS
N o 03
Move, measure, draw, print.

Materials:

aluminum, brass, steel, birch
plywood, nylon webbing, wool
felt, cotton fabric, upholstery
foam.

Date:

01.27.13
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sketchbook excerpt three
graphite on paper
6 X 8 5/8 inches

one: working through geometries for the
shoulder joint recording apparatus.
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48

inscribed sphere one
intaglio on rives bfk
2 1/2 X 2 1/2

A sphere’s surface and the geometry of lines
incised within tolerates no other substrate.
The consolidation of volume to plane through
projection maintains only a single point of
swelling distortion.
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A device to record the gesture of the shoulder.
It measures and inscribes the movement onto a
sphere, true to shape.

movement captured
video stills. complete shoulder rotation,

joint detail
mechanism for the making of record, line,
and embedded measurement.

extension, and circumduction.

sphere detail
the tracing yet undistorted.

next page:
shoulder geometry
graphite on paper
19 X 24 inches

printing process
unrolling the line inscribed on the sphere
to a plane through intaglio. a steady hand
rolling concentrically
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Many sections measured and drafted
to recreate the surface geometry of the
humeral head, acromion, and glenoid,
which determines the shoulder’s
movement and range.
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contemporaneous drawing
video still
digital

From precise stillness comes imprecise
motion and the record of its progression. The
point from which to establish further associations
between the varied components.
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Integrate and compare
the processes and results.
Simultaneously drawing with
many means in one event:
gaze, shoulder scribe, restricted
full scale arm drawing. The
position to the camera and the
body’s position to the wall.
The components collapse.
The shifting eyes and line of
sight, the ball at the fulcrum
of a pivoting bar, and the
humerus extending from and
revolving about the shoulder
stable structures, the hood, the
shoulder pad, and the skeleton
provide a reference. They are
the datum.

left to right
the arm
pen on paper
36 X 72 inches
outward and inward limits, it’s range and
extents at full scale.
gaze drawing
digital
shoulder joint print
intaglio on rives bfk
2 1/2 X 2 1/2
spherical projection
graphite on paper
19 X 24 inches
the line on the surface of the shoulder
joint drawing mechanism transposed onto
a plane.
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PROSTHESIS
N o 04
Extend. Tolerance distortion.

Materials:

poplar, birch plywood, wool
felt, cotton webbing, stainless
steel.

Date:

03.12.13
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sketchbook excerpt four
graphite on paper
6 X 8 5/8 inches

one: concepts initiating the extension arm.
two: testing geometries and function.
three: text of striking coincidence.
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sketchbook excerpt four
graphite on paper
6 X 8 5/8 inches

one: concepts initiating the extension arm.
two: testing geometries and function.
three: text of striking coincidence.
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sketchbook excerpt four
graphite on paper
6 X 8 5/8 inches

one: concepts initiating the extension arm.
two: testing geometries and function.
three: text of striking coincidence.
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66

the stage
process image
digital

A mechanism to change scale. Feel the
consequences and mark them. Twelve feet high
in the physical transmission.
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reach
video still depicting the elbow joint.
digital

reach
video still at full extension.
digital

reach
ink on paper
72 X 144 inches

next page:
ascension in stasis
graphite on paper
19 X 24 inches

Arm extension drawing apparatus. Maximum
reach of just over twelve feet. Its elbow joint
allows for more varied and controlled movement.
A pen is placed at the hand and at the outer limit
of the structure. The duplication is not exact due
to inherent distortion resulting from the device’s
the farthest extent.
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PROSTHESIS
N o 05
Writhe.

Materials:

lumber, plywood, steel,
monofilament, particle board,
cement, aluminum, wool felt,
cotton webbing

Date:

05.05.13
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graphite on paper
6 X 8 5/8 inches

one: joint to register three dimensional
movement. diagram of motion
consolidation through string.
two: fulcrums changing scales of
movement. amplify or dampen.
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three: associations drawn between the
eye, the joint, and projections beyond.
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graphite on paper
6 X 8 5/8 inches

one: joint to register three dimensional
movement. diagram of motion
consolidation through string.
two: fulcrums changing scales of
movement. amplify or dampen.
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three: associations drawn between the
eye, the joint, and projections beyond.
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graphite on paper
6 X 8 5/8 inches

one: joint to register three dimensional
movement. diagram of motion
consolidation through string.
two: fulcrums changing scales of
movement. amplify or dampen.
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three: associations drawn between the
eye, the joint, and projections beyond.
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ascension
process image
digital

Be fastened, be unfettered. Be deliberate;
restraint is shifted, but conserved. Distance from
the ground’s stable equilibrium sets the body into
chaos. The more narrowly removed, the more
harm is quickened.
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Three dimensional full body movement is
condensed into a single line. Eight vectors
project and pivot through the plane behind.
Their points in space all relative to each other
constantly varies with movement. This change is
harnessed with a cord which terminates at a pen.

drawing front view
process image
digital

mechanism for drawing
process image
digital

point of convergence
sequential images
digital

next page:
in stasis
process image
digital

drawing back view
process image
digital
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datum
ink on paper
42 X 48 inches

triangle
ink on paper
42 X 48 inches

dense
ink on paper
42 X 48 inches

free movement
ink on paper
36 X 48 inches

circle
ink on paper
42 X 48 inches

next page:
space collapsing
graphite on paper
19 X 24 inches
In a radar tower languishing since World War II, new projections

Two drawings are made, one at the top of the rod and one at

With the body and machine, there is
omniscience. Collective knowledge, impossibly
complete, shapes the wild outcome where great
clarity begets incredible obscurity.
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